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‘Splosion Chopper Advert Screenplay by Brian Forth 

CAST: 

 

MR. DEADMAN must be an adult male with a deep, loud and insane 

sounding voice. Ethnicity does not matter. He will be wearing a 

full–head skull-mask with a fez, and a blue blazer, and an unlit 

cigarette in his mouth. (Because the CDC would kill us if it 

were lit even though it is funny) 

 

JIMMY male, age 10 – 13. Must be thin, and sickly pale. Slightly 

above average height and glasses is preferable. Dresses like a 

geek. 

 

KEVIN male, age 11-13. Must be chubby. Beady/narrow eyes, darker 

hair, that is slightly long for a male is ideal. Dresses in 

baggier clothing. 

 

INT. SMALL ROOM – DAY 

 

The room is dimly lit, with closed blinds, bathed in the 

blue glow of a television. JIMMY and KEVIN stare blankly 

and slack-jawed at a videogame, unimpressed by the 

explosions on screen. 

 

 

JIMMY 

Man, this is boring. I’m tired of 

blowing things up in video games. 

 

KEVIN 

I know. And sitting inside glued 

to a television sure isn’t going 

to help us lose our virginity 

before we turn 30. 

 

 

JIMMY 

What does that even mean? 

 

KEVIN 

I don’t know, but my dad says it 

to me all the time. 

 

 

JIMMY’S POV 
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MR. DEADMAN emerges through an exploding 

wall. 

 

JIMMY is blinded by the light. 

 

 

BACK TO SCENE 

 

JIMMY coughs. 

 

JIMMY 

What’s going on? Oh my God! 

Kevin! 

 

 

INSERT: KEVIN’S SHOES POKING UNDERNEATH SLAB OF CONCRETE. 

 

 

BACK TO SCENE 

 

 

MR. DEADMAN carefully steps around the 

rubble: 

 

MR. DEADMAN 

Did I hear virgins complaining 

about boring explosions and 

celibate futures? 

 

JIMMY 

You just killed Kevin! 

 

MR. DEADMAN 

Oh, who gives a shi— 

CUT OFF MR. DEADMAN 

 

CUT TO: 

 

 

EXT. A MALL – DAY 

 

Busy shoppers are walking around. 

MR. DEADMAN and JIMMY appear to 

one side. 

 

FLIGHT OF THE VALKYRIES begins 

playing 
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INSERT: ARMADA OF ‘SPLOSION CHOPPERS 

DESCENDING ONTO CROWD 

 

RANDOM ‘SPLOSION CHOPPER’S POV 

 

Rockets begin firing into crowd and shops 

 

 

BACK TO SCENE 

MR. DEADMAN laughs maniacally and JIMMY 

runs behind a pillar. 

 

JIMMY 

What is going on? 

 

MR. DEADMAN hands JIMMY a ‘Splosion Chopper 

and a remote control, ignoring the chaos 

around him. 

 

MR. DEADMAN 

Fun! It’s my latest creation: the 

‘Splosion Chopper. It blows 

things up for real! 

 

JIMMY 

You’re insane! Why would I want 

to do that? 

 

MR. DEADMAN 

Two reasons! First off, 

explosions are cool! Second, 

you’re at a mall, and chicks dig 

malls. Lastly, chicks dig 

explosions too. 

 

MR. DEADMAN pauses and silently counts. He 

waves his arms angrily: 

 

MR. DEADMAN 

Wait, that was three reasons! Fu- 

 

MR. DEADMAN is cutoff by a rocket blowing 

his head up. 
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INSERT: DEADMAN GAMES LOGO AND SLOGAN OVER 

ACTIVE CHAOS 

 

MR. DEADMAN 

(Voiceover) 

The ‘Splosion Chopper, it’s 

explosively fun! 

 

 

END 


